Networking

Multi-Domain Architectures

Learn about Multi-Domain Architectures. This set of sessions covers a variety of solutions to highlight the key benefits and use cases when leveraging the integrations between them.
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PSODCN-1002
Driving your Cisco Multi-Domain Intent-Based Network Using Infrastructure as Code

BRKEMT-2010
DNA Automation - Cisco Intent Based Cross and Multidomain Integrations

BRKENS-2023
The Value and Details of Multidomain Pairwise Integration Between SDA-ACI

BRKENS-2022
The Value and Details of Multi-Domain Pairwise Integration Between SDA, SD-WAN

BRKENS-3000
Lessons Learned from Deployment of Large Scale Multi-Domain IBN Architectures in SDA, SD-WAN and ACI

BRKCRT-3101
CCIE Enterprise Infrastructure: SD-WAN + SDA Interworking Walkthrough

Finish